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MEDIA RELEASE 

 

MARKETING IS A CENTRAL PART OF BUSINESS AT CBA 
 

19th January 15 –In this week’s episode of Marketing Dividends presented by the AANA, Vittoria Shortt, 

Chief Marketing Officer Commonwealth Bank, details how marketing drives value and insight across the 

broader business and her focus on connecting brand strategy with business strategy, pulling marketing right 

into the business. 

 

‘The role for marketing is to really demonstrate the value we can bring to the business. I don’t necessarily 

think of it as a rebrand, but it’s really about how marketing teams are harnessing the changes that are going 

on. How they’re harnessing the new tools particularly digital and data. And then showing the businesses the 

insights that they can really bring to help drive business value,’ Ms Shortt said.  

 

Shortt explains how customers’ expectations of brands is increasing and how CBA meets this challenge by 

focusing on innovating through technology and then communicating with customers when and where it works 

for them.   

 

There are many product innovations CBA has launched in the last twelve months, which Shortt says have 

required marketing to ensure that the whole journey from ‘mass communication’ through to ‘very personal 

one-on-one communication’ optimised the adoption of these initiatives in the market. A prime example was 

the success of cardless cash, ‘a first time capability in this market which saw extraordinary adoption with one 

million dollars worth of transactions in three weeks. So we knew we’d got our messaging right and clear and 

delivered the right tools to help bankers explain it to customers’.  

 

Shortt said: ‘Marketing’s contribution is increasingly valued. And the two real signals for me are for the first 

time we have marketers who are sitting on the leadership teams of the businesses at different levels. And the 

second real metric for me is that we’re seeing a lot of our marketing talent go into other areas of the 

business. So marketers are going into product, they’re going into the digital channels and I think that’s a 

wonderful sign when your marketing talent is sought after across the business.’ 

 

The interview in long format can be found on the AANA website. 

 

Marketing Dividends is a joint initiative between the Australian Association of National Advertisers (AANA) and 

MEC Global. The series has been produced in partnership with MCN and Sky News. 

 

The series on Sky News Business features three minute episodes, which can be viewed on the AANA YouTube 

channel.  Extended versions are also available for viewing on the AANA YouTube Channel. 

 

-- Ends -- 
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About the AANA: For over 85 years the AANA has represented Australia’s largest and well-known brands across 

FMCG, automotive, banking, finance and insurance,  travel, health and beauty, media and communications. The 

AANA works to protect the interests of these businesses who contribute to an estimated advertising spend of 

more than $14 billion a year. On behalf of our members the AANA’s mandate is to maintain and evolve the 

advertising codes which underpin the system of self-regulation in Australia; and safeguarding the rights of its 

members to commercial free speech and protecting consumers by ensuring advertising and marketing 

communications are conducted responsibly. 


